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Spaceship commander gameplay

You and your space friend need to do whatever it takes to make it to your destination, wherever it is... The hard part about this trip is that your spacecraft is constantly breaking! Make repairs and avoid being hit by asteroids in order to survive. Gather points by fixing broken stations and shooting asteroids. Sign in to add this item to your wish list, follow it or mark it as not interested -
THE CONTROLLERS RECOMMENDED - Although the game can only be played with the keyboard and mouse, game controllers are recommended. You and your friend from space are leading pioneers of space. You both have countless achievements and you are known throughout the galaxy. It's time to set a course for a celestial body that you and your friend have heard of
during last night's excursion to Spacebar n Grill; The only problem here is that your budget was very small when buying a spacecraft... What does it matter, anyway? As long as he can move and keep enough oxygen on board, you two are going to be fine, right? Inside your spacecraft, there are seven stations. These stations all do a specific job that helps keep you, your space
buddy and all your hopes and dreams alive. Therefore, it would be better to maintain all stations. This is obviously easier said than done. Some stations will eventually collapse due to unknown reasons and it's in the ego two to fix them! If the ship's structural integrity hits 0% or O2 levels reach 0%, you're dead. The game's over. Collect points by making repairs and see how far you
and your friend can go. CONTROL RECOMMENDED The game still needs more features to make the gameplay smoother, including menu navigation. Minimum: OS: Windows XPProcessor: SSE2 instructions that supportMory: 500 MB RAMGraphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3Showing: 100 MB available space Greetings Commanders, Take a look at
the new Elite Dangerous: Odyssey Gameplay trailer that premiered at The Game Awards! Elite Dangerous: Odyssey is available for pre-order NOW on the computer! Elite Dangerous Ddy...*Pilots Federation ALERT* Prices for various Core Dynamics ships have been temporarily reduced as part of an effort to buy Lakon Spaceways. The shipbuilding company has applied a 30%
discount on its sales... In Spaceship Commander players travel to the galaxy on their own spaceships with the crew. The game combines various genres: strategy, RPG and roguelike elements. Start the journey from your space station! On the way you will find many objects and events. - Planets: The planet in the game is not a decoration. This is an interactive huge object on
which the player can land. The planets are divided into regions and regions into locations: cities, military bases, forests, deserts, etc. Each planet has its own conditions - some have no oxygen, some bake in hellish heat or freeze in freezing cold. - Space: Travel between the stars on voyages of discovery! The galaxy is divided into sectors. The domains contain many stars and
spaceships travel with each other by supergate. All star systems in the game are not fiction. The original domain contains elements of our real galactic map, and includes Proxima, Alpha and Beta Centauri, as well as Luhman 16, and Barnard's Star. - Ship management: There are several categories of ships available: from small patrol ships to larger frigates and cruisers. Ships
have many parameters: hull strength, mass, energy, speed, flexibility, number of boarding capsules, etc. Each ship also has a different number of weapon sockets and connections for internal modules. Be careful, because during the trip you may lose your ship, your crew, and any resources you had stored on board! The stakes are high. If you miss a ferry, you can get the same
as insurance for a portion of the cost. - Crew Management: In the game you can control your character - moving, shooting, and activating objects. You have crew members you can give orders to: board the ship, attack these enemies, protect my ship, follow me! Crew members have different characteristics: health, weapons, resistance to environmental threats, etc. The number of
crew members you can hire is determined by the capacity of your ship. - Tactical Mode: Watch the full situation in battle, in regular mode you can control the crew and systems of your ship manually. - Progress: Your space station contains all your ships and resources, and is where your crew spends their downtime. Accumulate! Earn money by completing missions or eliminating
enemies. Mine your own resources, or buy them from dealers. Find hidden treasure! Upgrade to more advanced equipment, more powerful ships, and more specialized crew. Everything's ready, Commander! Adventure awaits! Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 10Processor: Intel Pentium CPU G870, 3.10 GHz or AMD FX 4300, 3.6GHzMemory: 1 GB RAMGraphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 560, ATI Radeon HD 6870 (or equivalent GPU with 512 MB of video RAM)DirectX: Version 9.0cNetwork: Broadband Internet ConnectionStoset: 3 GB available spaceSoset card: DirectX compatible sound cardAdding notes: Medium mouse button, mouse wheel required. Note: This game is designed with speech as the main input, and the built-in microphone in the
VR headset provides the best experience for Starship Commander: Arcade. The same content can be played in a mode that is not VR, but requires a mouse and an external microphone. Note: This title runs in both standard and VR modes. It does not require VR headsets. VR Supported STARSHIP COMMANDER is a sitting experience lasts 10-20 minutes, is playable based on
what you say, requires you to speak English and is comfortable for both new and experienced VR players.. Non-VR players will need a composite headset and mouse for an optimal experience. Included as Free-DLC is the long form of documentary Passion at all costs a 52 minutes, behind the scenes look at the early principles of a cancelled precursor project called Crime Watch
and Human Human Trials had to pass to create the innovative natural language processing system necessary for the Commander of the Starship to exist. The Arcade experience finally comes home! Starship Commander: Arcade is a cinematic, choose-your-own-storytelling adventure, inspired by classic PC adventure games like Tentacle Day and Telltale's Walking Dead series.
Go faster than light on an adventure through space as you infiltrate an alien spy facility on a top secret mission. Do you want to play roles as a serious and stoic commander? A cheeky, contentious? Or just troll the game every chance you get? The open dialog system allows you to speak freely into the microphone, and NPCs react accordingly. No dialogue wheels, no clunky
controls, only natural conversation.COMMAND HISTORY WE want you to learn more about your ship and delivery? Ask Sergeant Sarah Pearson. Ready to blow things up? Just say Let's go. You command the story, with your pace and style, using a next-generation AI system developed by Microsoft and Human Interact. The future of adventure games is here today. ENERGY
ENERGY The XR71, the galaxy's most advanced fighter, on a mission to infiltrate and destroy the Eknrian spy facility at all costs. Your choices and performance determine who lives and who dies. VISUALLY STUNNINGMade in Unreal Engine 4, and with outstanding visuals designed by AAA game industry veterans, STARSHIP COMMANDER hasre crafted to have a live-in feel.
Engineers and experienced concept artists worked hand in hand to build the rich environments they would cross. NEW HOME FEATURES The achievements, and a VR-free mode make the 15-minute original VR arcade classic more affordable and fun than ever. Along with the package is a documentary entitled Passion at All Costs, about the VR industry, as well as the
development of Starship Commander from its inception in 2015 until the release of Steam today in 2020. Developers describe content like this: Strong Language Mature Humor Minimum: Requires 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Windows 10 64-bitProcessor: Intel Core i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350Memory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GTX 970 or EquivalentDirectRx:
Version 11Network: Broadband InternetScore: 7 GB Available space Recommended: Requires 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Windows 10 64-bitProcessor: Intel Core i5-6500 / AMD Ryzen 5 1600Memory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GTX 1080 Ti or equivalentDirect: Version 11Network: Broadband Internet ConnectionSterming: 7 GB available space
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